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ABSTRACT 

Every year in America, nurses provide care to 1.5 

million women before during and after abortions, while the 

procedure continues to be legal, the experience for women 

often remains secret, unshared and unexplored. A grounded 

theory approach was used to explore women's perceptions of 

the abortion experience and to investigate the processes 

women use to create meaning from the abortion experience 

over time. Parse's Man-Living-Health Model provided a 

theoretical orientation for this research. 

Subjects included six nulliparous women aged 25 to 

37 who experienced a legal abortion between 1 and 12 years 

ago. Using grounded theory methodology, a phenomenon of 

Integrating Ambivalence was developed to describe the 

circular process by which women are reminded of the abortion 

experience, and re-evaluate their decision within the 

context of their lives. Using a variety of strategies, the 

women moved toward increasing integration of the experience 

while remaining, to varying degrees, ambivalent about the 

abortion decision and its consequences. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 1973 Roe versus Wade decision, the Supreme 

Court upheld "the due process clause of the fourteenth 

amendment which protects against state action th#s right to 

privacy, including a woman's qualified right to terminate 

her pregnancy" (Roe v. Wade, 1973, p..2). In this decision, 

women's rights were balanced against fetal rights to 

differing degrees depending on the woman's health and the 

gestational age of the fetus. This decision made abortion 

legal throughout the nation. 

In the years following the Roe versus Wade 

decision, increased societal sanctions against abortion 

have developed. Federal and state funding for abortions has 

been reduced through the legislative process by abortion 

opponents. Federal funds can no longer pay for women in the 

military or on medicaid who are seeking abortions, in many 

states, state funds are no longer available to pay for women 

without financial means. in addition to reductions in 

funding, increased public anti-abortion sentiment has 

developed. Women seeking abortions often must enter the 
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clinics past crowds of anti-abortion demonstrators, and 

several clinics which provide abortions have been bombed. 

Against this backdrop of controversy, many women 

continue to choose to have abortions. Since 1973, more than 

20 million women have had abortions (Holden, 1989). Because 

of the controversy surrounding the issue, few women speak 

publicly or acknowledge the experience as part of their 

history. Lack of visible or vocal public support for the 

right to choose abortions has resulted in invisible and 

silent abortion clients. The silence maintained about this 

medical procedure influences the experience of the women who 

make this choice. 

Nurses are often with patients before, during and 

after abortions, yet very little can be found in the nursing 

literature about the physical or emotional responses of 

women to elective abortions. Nurses working in obstetrics 

and gynecology make note of abortions in women's histories 

but have no nursing basis to integrate this information into 

patient care. A number of questions need to be answered 

before nurses can provide comprehensive care to women who 

have had abortions. Among these are: "How do women respond 

to an unwanted pregnancy and arrive at the decision to 

abort?", and "How do women make sense of this decision over 

time?" 
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Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to use the 

qualitative grounded theory approach to explore women's 

perceptions of the abortion experience and to investigate 

how women create meaning from that experience over time. 

From this investigation, a theory of women's responses to 

the abortion experience was offered and implications for 

nursing practice were developed. 

Statement of Problem 

Studies since the legalization of abortion have 

focused on the demographic variables of women electing to 

abort (Wang, 1985; Burnell & Norfleet, 1986; Bracken, 1977), 

the causes of the unwanted pregnancy {Wang, 1986; Burnell 

& Norfleet, 1986), the kinds of support offered to women by 

partners, families and friends (Robbins & DeLameter, 1985; 

Bracken, Klerman and Bracken, 1978; Freeman, 1978), women's 

reactions to the discovery of pregnancy (Doane & Quigley, 

1981; Schusterman, 1979), feelings immediately following the 

abortion (Burnell & Norfleet., 1986) and the influence of the 

abortion experience on feelings during a subsequent 

pregnancy (Jacques, 1986). A recent review of the literature 

on abortion, done by the Surgeon General, questioned the 

reliability and validity of much of the research that has 

been done (Holden, 1989). In a 1989 report to President 
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Reagan, Surgeon General Koop commented, "the available 

scientific evidence about the psychological sequelae of 

abortion simply cannot support either the preconceived 

beliefs of those pro-life or those pro-choice" (Holden, 1989 

p.730). Little research has been done to address the issues 

of how women experience abortion and how they create meaning 

from the event over time. 

The event of an unwanted pregnancy and the decision 

to abort are usually experienced as a crisis. Despite 

abortion's legality, the decision to abort is rarely made 

without deliberation and ambivalence {Freeman, 1978; 

Ashton, 1380; Schmidt, & Priest, 1981). Memories of this 

time are often exceptionally vivid and frequently reviewed 

(Schmidt St Priest, 1981). Each woman experiencing an 

abortion will have had a different and unique set of 

circumstances surrounding the experience. Despite the 

different circumstances for each woman, there are 

similarities and commonalities in the events associated with 

elective abortion. Each woman discovers that she is 

pregnant, evaluates the consequences of carrying the child 

or aborting it, arrives at the decision to abort, and 

arranges for the procedure. However, questions about even 

these shared events remain:"What are the most significant 

consequences?" "Who does the woman talk with about her 

condition and how does she decide?" "What is her experience 
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of pregnancy during the time before the abortion?" "What 

does she remember of the abortion procedure? 

Using a grounded theory approach, the similarities 

in the ways that women create meaning from the abortion 

experience can be discovered. The grounded theory approach 

allows the researcher to carefully examine the subject's 

perceptions of the experience and to search for themes and 

commonalities between subjects. 

Significance 

The most recent figures on abortions in the United 

States estimate 1.5 million are performed per year. In 

Arizona, the number was 13,291 in 1986 or about 17% of all 

conceptions in the state (Arizona, 1987). While the 

procedure has been legal for over fifteen years, women who 

obtain aborjbions have continued to be reluctant to discuss 

the event or their choice for fear of judgement and 

reprisals. The continued political controversy over this 

issue has led to a polarized discussion in which neither 

those in favor nor those opposed to abortion have carefully 

examined the subtlety or nuances of the decision for women 

or its physical and emotional impact on them over time. 

In January of 1989, Surgeon General C. Everett Koop 

summarized, in a letter to then President Reagan, the 

results of a lengthy study conducted by the Public Health 
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Service on the health effects of abortion. 

I regret, Mr. President, that in spite of 
a diligent review on the part of many in 
the Public Health Service and in the 
private sector, the scientific studies do 
not provide conclusive data about the 
health effects of abortion on women. 
(Specter, 1989). 

Historically, nursing has been a politically and 

socially conservative profession. A survey in a popular 

nursing magazine in 1970, before abortion became legal, 

found 77% of nurses opposed to elective abortions (RN, 

1970). A study by Walters (1970) indicated that the 

attitudes of the care providers and the physical layout of 

the abortion clinic were critical factors in the emotions 

experienced by abortion clients. There has not been more 

current research on the attitudes of nurses regarding 

abortion. 

Nursing has identified its practice as a holistic one 

which includes the patients physiologic, psychologic and 

sociologic needs. While the actual abortion procedure is a 

distinctly medical one, it is usually nurses who provide 

abortion clients with assistance in the decision making 

process prior to the procedure, with education about the 

procedure, with emotional and physical support during and 

after the procedure, and with contraceptive teaching. 

Little is known about abortion clients' perceptions of 

the nursing care they received nor of the care they desired. 
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In the climate of controversy and secrecy which exist 

around the topic of abortion, little has been discovered 

about the ways women make sense of this experience over 

time. There exists a need for scientifically grounded 

exploratory studies into these topics. Exploration of 

women's perceptions of the experience of abortion and their 

caring needs throughout the experience could add 

significantly to nursing's body of knowledge about the human 

response to elective abortion. 

Theoretical Orientation 

There exists in nursing a rich theoretical basis 

for exploring the "meanings people attach to life- meanings 

that serve not only to enhance life but meanings which are 

essential to maintain life." (Fitzpatrick, 1983, p. 295). 

Fitzpatrick (1983) views crisis situations as "peak periods" 

or "sudden turning points" in which "there is both a threat 

to the integrity of the person and the opportunity for 

growth" (p. 296). Abortion has been described in the 

literature as just such a crisis event in women's lives 

(Schmidt & Reed, 1981; Freeman, 1978). 

The process of creating meaning from an event is 

addressed by Parse. According to Parse (1985, p. 10), 

"meaning arises from Man's interrelationship with the 

world." She distinguishes between "ultimate meaning" which 
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is one's conceptualization of the purpose of their life and 

"meaning moments" which surface in the process of living. 

Both ultimate meaning and meaning moments change as the 

individual has new experiences. Parse (1981) uses the terms 

"intentionality" and "situated freedom" to describe how 

individuals purposefully choose their life situations and 

are then responsible for the choices they make, the 

consequences of their choices and the meanings given to they 

give to those choices. 

The first principle of Parse's (1981) Man-Living-

Health Theory is, 

"Structuring meaning multi-dimensionally 
is co-creating reality through the 
languaging of valuing and imaging" (Parse, 
p.42, 1981). 

This principle suggests that in order to make 

meaning from an experience, one must create pictures, 

mental, verbal and otherwise that reflect and influence the 

process of Incorporating the new experience into one1s 

system of values. The process of discovering meaning relies 

on providing language and images for what one values, using 

this theoretical orientation, the experience of choosing an 

abortion can be viewed as a meaning moment or crisis which 

women integrate into their lives through the process of 

languaging and imaging thus shaping their ultimate meaning 

and co-creating reality. 
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Summary 

The topic of abortion and nurses involvement with 

patients electing abortions was presented in the 

introduction. The problem was presented as an absence of 

nursing research exploring women's perceptions of abortion, 

and the processes by which women create meaning from the 

experience. Using Fitzpatrick (1983) and Parse (1985), a 

nursing theoretical orientation was provided. The purpose 

of the study was delineated as examining women's perceptions 

of the experience of abortion, and exploring the process 

by which women integrate the meaning of the event into their 

lives. 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Chapter 2 provides a review of the relevant 

literature from nursing and allied health fields on the 

subject of abortion. Particular attention is given to 

research based articles which focus on the psychological 

effects of abortion, the ways that women who have had 

abortions understand the experience over time and describe 

their interactions with health care providers. To organize 

the vast amount of literature on abortion, studies are 

reviewed chronologically according to which aspect of the 

abortion experience is emphasized. Using this method, the 

literature can be separated into research which examines the 

experience; before, during or after the abortion. 

The "before" studies are those which examine 

women's experiences prior to the abortion procedure. These 

experiences include 1) the recognition and sensations of 

pregnancy, 2) the availability and quality of social support 

accessible to the woman, including her relationship with her 

male partner and 3) the decision making process. 

The "during" studies include those which explore 

1) the experience of the procedure, 2) the social support 
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available to the woman during the procedure, 3) coping 

strategies used by the woman, 4) interactions with health 

care providers during the procedure, attitudes of care 

providers 5) and the counseling or treatment provided to the 

woman when she received the abortion. 

Two types of "After" studies are identified. The 

first type includes those studies which look at the physical 

or psychological impact of abortion on the woman at specific 

times anywhere from five hours after the procedure to six 

years. These include studies which attempt to link 

demographic or predisposing factors to the psychological 

outcome in order to predict which women might be at higher 

risk for negative consequences following abortion. The 

second type of after study examines women's processes of 

understanding the abortion experience over time. 

Before the Abortion 

The period before the abortion includes the time 

from the moment of recognition of pregnancy to the time of 

the abortion procedure. This period encompasses l) initial 

reactions to the knowledge of pregnancy, the experience of 

the sensations of early stages of pregnancy, evaluation, 2) 

utilization of available social supports, and 3) the 

decision making process. 
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Experience of Pregnancy 

There is scant literature describing a woman's 

experiences during the time period when she knows she is 

pregnant and is in the process of decision making or 

waiting for an abortion. References to this experience are 

occasionally found in studies of the overall impact of 

abortion on women (Schusterman, 1978, Freeman, 1978, 

Wallerstein, 1972). Schusterman (1978), using a sample of 

393 women, found that women who initially reacted to the 

discovery of pregnancy with anger or anxiety were more 

likely to report an unfavorable response to the abortion two 

to three weeks after the procedure, in a sample of 489 

women, Bracken, Hachamovitch, & Grossman (1974) found that 

women who decided to abort recognized their pregnant 

condition weeks earlier than women deciding to deliver. 

Freeman (1978), using a sample of 329 women seeking 

first trimester abortions, studied the women's attitudes 

towards their abortion experience and contraceptive use 

before and after their abortions. Freeman asked the women 

to recall what they thought they would have done prior to 

their present experience if an unwanted pregnancy had 

occurred. Thirteen percent were uncertain whether they 

would choose to terminate the pregnancy, 37% were certain 

they would never have had an abortion, 28% were certain they 

would terminate the pregnancy, and 20% had had a previous 
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abortion. Freeman concluded that for many, the abortion 

decision contradicted their perceptions about themselves. 

In Freeman's study, 13% of the women identified the most 

difficult time during the event as the period following 

confirmation, but before termination of the pregnancy. 

Nineteen of the 22 women in Wallerstein, Kurtz & 

Bar-Din's (1972) sample reported that the experience of 

pregnancy before the abortion caused them moderate to severe 

emotional distress. Among younger women, the tendency was 

to deny the possibility of pregnancy despite symptoms until 

the pregnancy was more advanced. The literature indicates 

that the recognition of pregnancy and the experience of 

pregnancy is a difficult, anxiety provoking time for most 

women. There is little data on how women thought about the 

pregnancy, experienced their relationship with the embryo, 

or felt about the possibility of becoming a mother. 

Social Support 

Social support occurs before, during and after the 

abortion process. Bracken and colleagues (1974) researched 

the effects of parental and partner support for the decision 

to abort on the psychological reactions of 489 women 

following their abortions. Bracken and colleagues found 

that women reacted more favorably to abortions when they had 

partner and parental support. For younger women, parental 
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support was more important, whereas for older women, partner 

support was significantly more important. Shusterman (1978) 

found that " women who were certain about the abortion from 

the first suspicion of pregnancy tended to get more male, 

friend, and parent support for the abortion whereas those 

who were not so certain got less" (p. 688). 

The issue of social support was addressed by 

Robbins and DeLameter (1982) who studied whether social 

support influenced the loneliness often reported by women 
§ 

following abortions. Among the 228 women in this sample, 25% 

reported feelings of loneliness at least half of the time 

in the week after the abortion. Participation of parents and 

friends was not nearly as effective in preventing loneliness 

as the involvement of the male partner. The partner's 

participation in the abortion process offered the woman the 

greatest protection from loneliness. Less loneliness was 

reported by women who became closer to their mothers after 

the abortion. 

In a summary of the literature reviewed for the 

Surgeon General's Report on Abortion (Holden, 1989), the 

most important determinant of psychological reaction to 

abortion was the level of social support available to the 

woman. 
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Decision Making 

Since the decision to abort is one of the 
most profound and consequential choices 
a woman and her partner will ever have to 
make, we may ask whether the experience 
can be used for personal growth and self-
development" (Bracken, 1977 p 269.) 

The final factor in the "before" studies is 

decision making. The issues surrounding the decision making 

process of women choosing abortions are addressed by a 

number of authors (Freeman, 1978, Asher, 1972, Freeman, 

1978, Bracken, 1977). Fourteen percent of the 329 women in 

Freeman's (1978) sample found that making the decision to 

have an abortion was the hardest part of the whole process. 

Asher (1972), Freeman (1978), and Bracken (1977) argued that 

the ambivalence about the decision to have an abortion was 

normal and expected and did not correlate with negative 

psychological impact. Other researchers suggested that 

unresolved ambivalence, particularly conflicts stemming from 

women having had abortions to please others against their 

own true desires, results in severe psychological sequelae 

(Friedman, Greenspan 6 Mittleman, 1974, Wallerstein, Kurtz 

& Bar-Din 1972). 

Bracken, Klerman and Bracken (1978) comparing a 

matched sample of 250 young, single, black women, discovered 

different factors correlated with the decision to deliver 

than with the decision to abort. "Pregnancies in both 
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groups were generally greeted with sadness, anxiety, and a 

feeling that it was a poor time to be pregnant" (1978 p. 

254). However, women choosing to deliver had been with 

their partners longer and felt their partners had been less 

cooperative in preventing pregnancy. Partners were more 

involved in decisions to deliver and women delivering 

reported more family support. Women choosing to abort were 

more likely to know of a close friend or relative who had 

previously had an abortion. The decision to abort was 

particularly difficult for women who had delivered all 

previous pregnancies. Adoption was not entertained as an 

option for either group. 

Gilligan (1983) used a qualitative method to 

explore the ethical issues involved in 29 women's decisions 

to have abortions and how the women continued to review the 

implications of the decision over time. Gilligan Identified 

women in different phases of ethical development based on 

their understanding of the decision. She traced a process 

of women's ethical maturing as the women acknowledged and 

negotiated an Increasingly more complex web of connections 

to others including the aborted. 

Prom the literature it appears that the abortion 

decision is a source of ambivalence for most women. 

Ambivalence about the decision does not itself appear to be 

correlated with negative psychological sequelae. Women who 
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are clear about the decision seek more support, and women 

with more support have less negative consequences after the 

procedure. 

During the Abortion 

For the purposes of this literature review, 

research which studied the time period from the women's 

arrival at the clinic to when she left the clinic following 

the abortion procedure has been clustered together and 

labeled "during". This includes research about how women 

anticipated and experienced the abortion procedure, women's 

methods of coping, women's interactions with health care 

providers, and the effects of counseling. As the techniques 

used in performing abortions have improved, abortions have 

gone from an inpatient to an outpatient procedure. The 

length of the procedure is dependent on the method used, 

which is influenced by the gestational age of the fetus. 

The Procedure 

For 7% of the 393 women in Freeman's (1978) study, 

physical pain was reported as the worst part of the abortion 

procedure (Freeman, 1978). In addition to personal variation 

in pain expression, and interpretation, the amount of pain 

experienced was greatly influenced by whether and what kinds 

of analgesics were administered. There was a wide variety 
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In pain management for all methods of abortions ranging from 

none for some dilation and evacuation abortions to general 

anesthesia for saline abortions. Ashton (1980) reported 

that 42% of the 64 women in his study found the abortion 

procedure frightening and disturbing. 

Method of Coping 

Cohen and Roth (1974) used a stress and coping 

model to evaluate how 55 women dealt with the abortion 

procedure. The women completed questionnaires upon arrival 

at an abortion clinic and prior to a planned dilation and 

evacuation type abortion, and again five hours after the 

procedure. Questionnaires included a demographic section, 

the Symptom Checklist-90 (SC-90), an Approach-Avoidance 

Scale, and the denial sub-scale of the Impact of Events 

Scale (IES). The subjects reported a fairly high level of 

distress before the procedure. When the subjects were 

categorized by coping style, those who used avoidance (did 

not talk about the abortion, tried not to think about and 

tried not to get upset) reported more distress than those 

who did not avoid. Those who used approach methods of coping 

(talked about, thought about, planned how to prevent the 

reoccurrence) decreased in distress over the five hours 

while the non-approachers maintained the same level of 

distress. Women who scored high on the denial scale also 
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indicated higher levels of depression and anxiety. 

Care Provider Attitudes 

Women in several different studies (Jacques, 1986, 

Schmidt and Reed, 1981) reported that the attitudes and 

comments of health care providers affected their feelings 

about the procedure and their coping with the process. Women 

in these two longitudinal studies still vividly recalled 

comments and perceived judgments of health care providers. 

Because of the controversial nature of the abortion 

procedure, there is substantial literature about the 

attitudes and experiences of health care providers who work 

with abortion patients. Beginning in 1970, with the 

liberalizing of abortion laws, a few anecdotal articles 

emerged in popular nursing journals describing nurses 

experiences of caring for abortion patients. These included 

one anonymous nurse's experience of having had an abortion. 

By 1972, research on nurses attitudes towards abortion and 

how these attitudes affected patient care could be found in 

more scholarly journals. The articles were generally more 

concerned with the impact of providing abortion care on 

nurses than the impact of having abortions on patients 

(Mcdermott & Char, 1971; Kane, Peldman, Jain & Lipton 

1972,). 
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in 1970, before the passage of Roe vs. Wade, RN 

Magazine published a survey of the attitudes towards 

abortion of 500 nurses who they felt were representative of 

the spectrum of nurses in the country by age and occupation. 

Seventy-seven percent of these nurses were opposed to 

unrestricted abortions. Seven percent were opposed to 

abortions for any reason at all and the other 70% recognized 

a range of situations in which an abortion might be 

permissible (life of the mother, rape, incest etc.). No 

current survey of nurses attitudes exists. 

In an article written as the laws were changing, 

Goldman (1972), then a senior nursing student, described the 

challenges and difficulty of providing care to abortion 

patients in New York City. This young student wrote very 

personally and emotionally of her internal conflicts and 

ambivalence about the abortion procedure. Goldman stressed 

the importance of nurses providing emotional support to 

patients, the need for sensitivity to non-verbal cues from 

abortion patients; "many non-verbal danger signals were 

often the only clue to the depth of a patients distress" 

(p.352) and the receptivity of abortion patients to 

contraceptive teaching. 

Keller and Copeland (1972) discussed critical 

factors in providing quality abortion services from a 

management viewpoint. These factors included separating 
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abortion patients from other obstetric/gynecological 

patients, providing privacy, providing compassionate, non-

judgmental care providers who support women's right to 

choose and providing counseling services for women who are 

more distressed. From their observations of abortions 

clinics Keller and Copeland (1972) noted "Personnel will 

usually concede that patients can have an abortion but often 

grow indignant when any reaction other than gratitude is 

expressed by the patient" (p.102). These authors shared 

Goldman's observation that abortion patients are often 

unable to verbalize their fears and are more expressive non-

verbally. They also recognized the need for contraceptive 

teaching following an abortion. 

Jenaway (1978) hypothesized that student's 

attitudes towards abortion would change from more favorable 

to less favorable following a clinical experience with an 

abortion patient. The change would be greater in students 

who observed the abortion of a fetus of greater than 12 

weeks gestation. Jenaway (1978) hypothesized that students 

who scored higher on a measure of religiosity would 

experience an even greater change toward less favorable 

attitudes toward abortion. In her study of 81 students, none 

of her hypotheses was confirmed. Student's attitudes towards 

abortions became more favorable regardless of the number of 

weeks of fetal gestation, and religiosity was not predictive 
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of a less favorable attitude toward abortion. It is 

significant to note that among this group of students, 64% 

favored unrestricted abortions. 

Harper, Marcom and Wall (1972), studying whether 

97 caregiver's attitudes towards abortion affected abortion 

patients experiences of care, measured and compared nursing 

staff attitudes towards abortion in two hospitals. Sixty-

three abortion patients and 55 non-abortion patients were 

asked to rate their satisfaction with the care provided. 

Non-abortion patients reported the same level of 

satisfaction with care in both hospitals. In the hospital 

in which the nursing staff viewed abortion less favorably, 

abortion patients perceived the nursing care as less 

satisfactory. 

Counseling 

The need for abortion counseling both before and after 

the procedure was identified by Bracken (1977). Bracken 

outlined a systematic method for assisting individual 

clients with the decision making process. Another method 

used to assist decision making is group counseling; used 

both before and after abortions. After the procedure, 

Freeman (1978) suggests that counseling is more Important 

to assist women with feelings of isolation, loneliness and 

sorrow. Wallerstein, Kurtz, & Bar-Din (1972) suggest that 
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the optimal time for support groups may be three months 

after the abortion. At this time, women whose distress was 

only transient have resolved their feelings and women with 

more severe psychological reactions need identification and 

treatment. 

Dauber, Zalar, & Goldstein (1972), using a matched 

sample of 99 women who had and had not received counseling, 

compared the effects of no counseling with the effects of 

a mixture of individual and group counseling, received 

before, during and after the abortion. Women in the 

experimental group were more likely to begin effective 

contraceptive use and to return for follow-up care. 

Women arrive at abortion clinics sometimes alone 

and sometimes with support. During the time at the abortion 

clinic, they experience the financial and business 

arrangements of the abortion, counseling before, during 

and/or after the procedure, the procedure itself, and 

recovery from the procedure. In addition to these tangible 

events which make up the during phase, each women has her 

own private thoughts, feelings and reflections about the 

abortion experience. 

After the Abortion 

Studies evaluating the after effects of abortion 

have been separated into two groups based on the primary 
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purpose of the studies. One group of studies evaluates the 

psychological impact of the experience at a specific point 

in time. Another group attempts to arrive at a better 

understanding of the abortion experience from the woman's 

perspective. 

Psychological impact 

Ashton (1980) noted that " one of the difficulties 

facing the interpretation of abortion research is that the 

reaction to abortion is bound both by culture and time; the 

two interacting with each other" p. 1115. Using a semi-

structured interview schedule, Ashton assessed the psycho

social Impact of induced abortions on 64 women after eight 

weeks and a subset of 22 of women after eight months. He 

compared the impact of the abortion on the women's self-

reported experiences of guilt, regret, nervousness, sleep 

disorders, remaining worries, the quality of their central 

relationship, social life and work. At eight months, Ashton 

found that 12 of the 22 women reported they had initially 

experienced guilt, regret and an increased sensitivity to 

the comments of others, but that these disturbances were 

short-lived. Six of the women had enduring severe 

psychiatric disturbances following the abortion (Ashton, 

1980). These women were more likely to have histories of 

psychiatric or obstetric problems and a greater degree of 
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ambivalence about the decision to abort. No psychological 

effects were reported by the other four women. 

Schusterman (1979) followed 393 women from clinic 

admission to three weeks post-abortion to discover which 

factors (demographics, social support, cause of the unwanted 

pregnancy, first response to the knowledge of pregnancy, and 

motivation for seeking an abortion) were predictive of 

short-term negative psychological sequelae post-abortion. 

A structured interview was conducted before the operation 

and telephone calls were made two weeks afterwards. Factors 

found to be most predictive of a negative reaction to the 

abortion were 1) the woman's overall satisfaction with her 

decision to abort, 2) the degree of intimacy between the 

woman and her male partner, whether or not he participated 

in the experience and, 3) how anxious or angry the woman 

became when she first suspected she was pregnant. Sixty 

percent of the women in this sample identified themselves 

as belonging to conservative or fundamentalist religions; 

a factor that did not prevent women from seeking abortions 

nor was it predictive of negative psychological sequelae. 

McCall (1987) described six case studies with women 

who either had had abortions or had a family member close 

to them suffer severe psychological trauma as a result of 

an abortion. The women were experiencing what McCall labeled 

unresolved grief. McCall recommended a method of treatment 
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which included identifying the significance of the loss to 

the client, and then through prayer, effecting a healing 

ritual to ameliorate the symptoms of grief. 

Burnell & Norfleet (1986) studied the self-reported 

attitude and adjustment of 158 women who chose to abort. The 

majority of women received the survey within one and a half 

years of having an abortion. The demographic data in this 

sample was notable in that 56% of the subjects were married, 

7 3% were older than twenty-one, and more than 50% already 

had two or more children. One and a half years after the 

abortion, 51% of the subjects reported that they had felt 

relief at the time of the abortion, and 48% reported they 

still felt relieved. 45% reported feeling presently 

satisfied with their decision. Guilt and confusion changed 

from 25% and 23% respectively, at the time of the abortion, 

to 14% and 11% a year and a half later. Based on this data, 

the authors concluded that the women tended to view their 

abortions in Increasingly positive terms with the passage 

of time. Burnell and Norfleet also noted that a small 

sample (10%) of women who had severe negative responses to 

the abortion might benefit from therapy. 

Among the difficulties in evaluating articles on 

the psychological impact of abortion is the lack of 

specificity with which authors define and measure emotional 

symptoms such as grief, regret, guilt, nervousness, 
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satisfaction, relief or well-being. Adler (1975) and 

Bracken, Hachamovitch, & Grossman (1974) proposed that the 

design problems in one much quoted study (Osofsky and 

Osofsky, 1972), typify the problems in research seeking to 

find either negative or positive sequelae to abortion. 

Osofsky and osofsky (1972) used a semantic differential 

type scale which goes from "negative- much guilt" to 

"positive- much relief" . Because guilt and relief do not 

represent a polarity, the use of this scale poses questions 

of reliability and validity. The scale failed to capture the 

experience of women who felt both much guilt and much relief 

or no guilt or relief. 

To correct this research problem, Adler (1975) 

conducted a study of 70 women who were interviewed before 

and two to three months after an abortion. Before the 

abortion, women completed a 7 item Likert-type scale from 

1- not difficult to 7- extremely difficult to describe how 

difficult the decision to abort had been. At the second 

interview, women rated on a 5 item Likert-type scale how 

strongly (l- not at all to 5- extremely) they had felt 

eleven emotions since the abortion. The emotions rated 

included embarrassment, regret, anger, anxiety, shame, 

happiness, relief, fear of disapproval, doubt, 

disappointment in self and guilt, in analyzing the results 

of this data, Adler divided the emotions into three 
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categories: socially based negative emotions, internally 

based negative emotions and positive emotions. The subjects 

rated the positive emotions (relief and happiness) most 

strongly. Of the two negative emotional clusters, the 

internally based emotions (regret, anxiety, depression, 

doubt and anger) were more strongly felt than the socially 

based negative emotions (shame, guilt, fear of disapproval) . 

However, both positive and negative emotions were felt with 

some degree of intensity. A number of interesting 

relationships were derived from this study. Older women and 

married women felt the negative emotional clusters less 

intensely than did the younger, unmarried women. Younger 

women and women with strong religious affiliations felt the 

socially based negative emotions more Intensely. And women 

who had more difficulty with the decision to abort 

experienced internally based negative emotions more 

strongly. 

To summarize the literature on psychological 

sequelae, it appears that most women have short-term, 

transient negative feelings such as regret and guilt, and 

positive feelings of relief and satisfaction. The research 

suggests that for most women the negative effects are short

lived, but that a small percentage (5 to 10%) continue to 

have serious psychological consequences. This population 

tends to be significant for prior psychological problems 
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and/or prior complications with pregnancy. Factors 

influencing the psychological reactions to abortion include 

difficulty of decision making, support of the partner, age, 

gravida status, coping style, the setting in which the 

abortion occurs and the attitudes of the health care 

personnel. 

Meaning Over Time 

The following studies used a variety of research 

techniques including ethnographic, open-ended written 

questions and semi-structured oral interviews. Common to all 

of these studies was the attempt to capture the abortion 

experience from the woman's own perspective. Each of these 

authors noted how readily their subjects spoke of the 

experience and how vividly the experience was recalled. 

Concern with the psychological effects of abortion 

over time was the focus of a study by Wallerstein, Kurtz, 

& Bar-Din (1972). The researchers interviewed 22 young (14-

22) unmarried women at five to seven months post-abortion, 

and eleven of the women again at twelve to fourteen months 

post abortion. Using open-ended interviews, Wallerstein and 

colleagues assessed the ways in which the experience had 

been mastered, ways in which the experience was still being 

worked upon, and ways in which the experience was still a 

continuing source of conflict. The sample had received 
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their abortions prior to legalization of unrestricted 

abortions and had had pregnancies which were considered as 

potentially causing substantial risk to their mental or 

physical health. At seven months, half of the women 

appeared to have resolved the experience: some women 

reported that the abortion had led them to make positive 

life changes. The other half of the group found the abortion 

an experience that "generated anxieties and conflicts which 

could not be set to rest for many months" (Wallerstein et 

al, 1972 p.831). Within this second group were three women 

who had long histories of psychological disturbances before 

the abortion. 

Wallerstein and his colleagues did not find 

correlations between adequacy of social support, in hospital 

experience, or length of pregnancy and continued conflict. 

Several themes were common among the women who reported 

continued conflict. These women felt the need to maintain 

the experience as a secret and had been unable to discuss 

or process the event. The greater the extent of the woman's 

fantasy of the fetus as a term baby and of herself as 

"killing the baby", the more likely she was to experience 

conflict. And women who did not feel they had control over 

the decision to abort continued to have unresolved feelings. 

Schmidt and Reed (1981) interviewed 10 English 

women three to six years following their seeking an abortion 
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for psychiatric reasons. Nine of the ten women had received 

an abortion and one had been refused an abortion and had 

delivered a baby girl. Abortions in England were permitted 

at that time if the physical or mental health of the mother 

was determined to be in jeopardy. All of the women came from 

chaotic and dysfunctional families. The authors noted that 

frequently the abortion had been a critical experience and 

had given the subjects the opportunityv, often for the first 

time, to re-think some of their problems and conflicts, and 

in some cases, to seek therapeutic help for themselves. 

The women shared a number of recollections of the 

abortion experience in common. Most recalled negative 

experiences during the procedure with physicians, who the 

women felt were critical and unsympathetic. Many of the 

women mentioned that contraceptive advice and counselling 

was wanted and needed at the .time of the procedure, but 

wasn't available. Schmidt and Reed noted that the women 

vividly recalled and movingly recounted the experience of 

the abortion with " an intensity which one would not have 

expected after the period of time which had elapsed" (p. 

273). The authors suggested that focusing on abortion as a 

crisis event in women's lives provides a way to examine the 

meaning of the pregnancy to the woman within the context of 

her whole life. Psychodynamic issues surface which can be 

illuminated and resolved. 
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In a content analysis of questionnaires of 106 

women four months after their abortions, Freeman 1978 found 

that " the important factor in resolving the abortion 

experience was not absence of ambivalence or negative 

feelings but the ability to cope with these emotions" (p. 

153). Freeman found that ambivalence was the normal state 

of women seeking abortions, and that emotional distress 

prior to the abortion was not predictive of unsuccessful 

resolution of the experience. 

Using an ethnographic methodology, Jacques (1986) 

explored the impact of a prior abortion on the experience 

of pregnancy in 3 women planning to carry to term. The rich 

study data supports the idea that feelings about abortion 

change over time. The women reported having different 

feelings before the abortion, immediately after it and in 

the present. Jacques did not find that past abortion 

experience had a negative effect on the current pregnancy. 

She also noted how readily the informants talked about their 

experiences. 

Conclusion 

The vast majority of research done on abortion uses 

quantitative methods with the intent of discovering 

antecedents and consequences, causes and effects of the 

unwanted pregnancy, the decision to abort, and the responses 
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{positive or negative feelings and attitudes) of the patient 

to the experience at a particular point in time. There was 

a tremendous amount of research done on abortion in the 

1970's following its legalization. Less research has been 

done in recent years. Very little exploratory and 

systematic research has been done which simply asks women 

"what was it like?", "what was hard about it?" "what did you 

need from health care providers then?" "how do you 

feel/think about it now?". A paucity of information exists 

to answer the question, how do women make sense of the 

abortion experience over time within the continually 

changing context of their own lives. 

There has been no nursing research to date which 

has used a qualitative methodology to explore abortion 

patient's experiences from discovery of pregnancy to more 

than two years post abortion. None of the research to date 

has focused on the process women use to make meaning from 

the experience within the changing context of their lives. 

From the completed research, several themes emerged 

which guided further exploration of the experience. These 

Included questions about the lived experience of pregnancy 

before termination, the experience of the abortion 

procedure, the process of integrating the event into the 

meaning of ones life, and the effects of the event on self-

perceptions . 
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Chapter 3 

METHODOLOGY 

Chapter 3 includes a description of the research 

design, the process of conducting grounded theory research, 

the setting, characteristics of the sample, methods of 

analyzing the data and plans for the protection of human 

subj ects. 

The purpose of this study was to explore women's 

perceptions of the abortion experience from conception to 

the present, the meaning of the experience to them and the 

process they used to make meaning from the experience. 

While there was extensive research on the subject of 

abortion, there has been limited data generated from women's 

descriptions of their experience. 

Research Design 

The qualitative research method of grounded theory 

was selected to accommodate this purpose. Grounded theory 

provides a holistic approach to understanding and explaining 

human experiences as they are lived (Stern & Pyles, 1985). 

The methods are well suited to exploratory research into 
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human processes because they emphasize observing, intuiting, 

describing, analyzing, interpreting and understanding 

patterns or characteristics within the context of the 

subjects lives (Oiler, 1982). Grounded theory was developed 

by Glaser and Strauss (1967) to provide a rigorous 

methodology based on inductive reasoning. It is so called 

because "the researcher generates theory from the data 

rather than applying a theory constructed by someone else 

from another data source; the generated theory remains 

connected to or grounded in the data" (Stern, 1985). This 

methodology is appropriate for use in areas where little is 

known (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). Grounded theory 

methodology was chosen because of its capacity to uncover 

the very personal nature of the abortion experience. 

Data Collection 

The process of grounded theory includes; 

interviews, theoretical sampling, constant comparative 

analysis, memo writing and theory development. Data 

collection and analysis occur simultaneously, however, for 

the purposes of clarity, initial stages of data collection 

will be described separately. 

Data collection was conducted through the use of 

open-ended interviews. These interviews were structured so 

that the subject could speak freely and reflectively of 
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their own personal experience. The same grand tour question 

was used to begin each interview and then follow-up 

questions were designed to encourage elaboration and depth 

on content focused areas. First interviews began with the 

question, "Tell me about when you had an abortion". This 

question was sufficiently global to enable the subject to 

emphasize whatever aspects of the experience she chose to 

share initially without investigator bias. Follow-up 

questions included, "Tell me about when you discovered you 

were pregnant", "What was it like to be pregnant?", "How did 

you come to the decision to have an abortion?", "How do you 

think about the abortion now?". 

Theoretical sampling is a method of subject 

selection used in grounded theory. By analyzing and 

reviewing all the available data from each subject, the 

researcher can select another subject and define the content 

of the interview in such a way as to clarify, verify and 

refine or elaborate the categories which are emerging 

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Theoretical sampling was 

considered but not strictly followed in the selection of 

subjects due to the scarcity of subjects. 

Data Analysis 

The interviews were audio-taped, transcribed 

verbatim and analyzed prior to initiation of the next 
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interview. Each transcription was coded with substantive 

codes which captured the essence of the subject's words or 

actions and with reflective notes which included 

descriptions of the subjects non-verbal behavior, and the 

researcher's impressions, thoughts and questions during 

different phases of the interview. The researcher 

particularly looked for data which described feelings, 

actions taken to resolve feelings, or comments that 

reflected changes in feelings over time. 

Once data from the initial interview were analyzed 

and coded, a first interview with the second subject was 

scheduled. During this Interview, the researcher sought to 

verify the data clusters or codes from the first interview 

and pursued gaps in the data which could add new codes. 

This interview was coded and each data bit was compared with 

the data in the previous interview for similarities and 

differences. Codes were then compared with each other and 

when similar, clustered into categories and given an initial 

category label (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). 

Following analysis of the first interview with the 

second subject, a second interview with the first subject 

was scheduled. In this interview, the subject was asked 

questions regarding the data received from the previous 

subject and to verify emerging categories. Subject 

selection utilized differences in subject demographics to 
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clarify emerging categories as for instance; length of time 

since abortion, age, or marital status. 

Constant comparative analysis, the process of 

comparing the data from each interview with data from 

subsequent interviews and searching for similarities and 

differences in experience, was used to construct categories. 

As categories emerged, they were compared to each other. 

This sometimes led to changing category labels or replacing 

one category with another. Examples of this can be found in 

Chapter Four. 

Hutchinson (1986) describes the move from 

categories to theory development with the discovery of a 

central problem or core variable. She states, "the core 

variable has three essential characteristics: it recurs 

frequently in the data, it links various data together, and 

it explains much of the variation in the data" (p.118). Prom 

the data, the researcher Identified the problem of living 

with ambivalence as the core variable. Once this core 

problem was identified, the categories were re-examined to 

see how they related to this central theme. Categories not 

relating to this theme were eliminated. The questions 

suggested by Glaser (1978) were used in order to evaluate 

the relationships between the categories and between the 

categories and the theme. Each category was studied to 
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determine if it was a consequence, a cause, a strategy, a 

co-variant, or the context of the central theme. This 

questioning led to the understanding of relationships 

between categories which are the basis for the model 

Integrating Ambivalence. 

The researcher was an active, intuitive 

participant in selecting and refining the emerging 

categories. In order to provide an accurate record of the 

research process, methodological notes and memos were kept 

by the researcher throughout the data collection process and 

used in the analysis of the data. These notes included 

Impressions of subjects non-verbal behavior, questions, 

hunches, evolving hypotheses and sampling decisions. 

The process of interviewing, data comparison, 

analysis, sampling and theory construction continued until 

little new information was gained from interviews about the 

categories and subjects validated the existing categories. 

At this time the categories were considered "saturated" and 

interviewing stopped (Sandelowski, 1986). This occurred 

following the seventh interview. 

The Setting 

Data collection for grounded theory should occur 

in a setting which is convenient, private and free from 

interruptions {Chenltz & Swanson, 1986). Because of the 
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very personal, and intimate nature of the subject under 

study, the setting for data collection was a mutually 

agreed upon location, either at the subject's or 

researcher's home or in the researcher's private office in 

the College of Nursing. 

The Sample 

The participants in this study were women living 

in a southwestern city in the United States. In order to 

limit the focus of the study, criteria were set for 

participation in the study. Certain assumptions (not 

necessarily supported by research) influenced the criteria 

for selection. It was assumed that: women who had multiple 

abortions would have different experiences than women who 

had only had one, women with children would have different 

experiences than women who were nulliparous, having the 

abortion illegally would influence the experience of the 

abortion and women who made the decision to have an abortion 

while teenagers would have a different experience than women 

who made that decision during their twenties. Based on these 

assumptions, criteria for inclusion in the study were: 

1. The participants were nulliparous women between 

the ages of 25 and 40 who had only one abortion. 

2. The time since the abortion was greater than 

one year but less than 15 years, and the subjects 
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had had no subsequent pregnancies. 

3. The participants were able to communicate fluently 

in English. 

4. The participants were willing to share their 

experiences during one or two interviews. 

Six women were interviewed. Descriptive information 

collected about the women included: age, ethnic origin, 

religious background, present marital status, education 

level and employment, as well as age, marital status, 

education level and employment at the time of the abortion. 

(See Appendix A) 

Subjects were solicited by word of mouth, through 

city and campus newspaper advertisements and through the 

local family planning clinic. Many more subjects (23) 

responded than met the criteria. 

Human Subjects 

Subjects who met the criteria listed above were 

given a verbal and written explanation of the study. (See 

Appendix B). Methods for maintaining confidentiality were 

explained to the subjects. Subjects were assured that the 

contents of the interviews would not be related to anyone 

except as transcribed data and only after data analysis had 

occurred. Subject names were not used in either the 

transcribed interviews or in the researchers field notes. 
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Each subject was assigned a pseudonym in the research field 

notes. If a subject referred to herself by name during the 

interview, the name was replaced with the pseudonym in the 

/transcription. 

The process of data collection and the kinds of 

questions which were asked were explained to the prospective 

subject. The necessity of audio-taping was explained, and 

subjects were assured that the tapes would be erased 

following transcription to further insure confidentiality. 

Permission to tape was granted prior to each interview. 

Subjects were told that participation in the study would 

involve one to three interviews with each one lasting 

approximately sixty minutes. Interviews were prefaced with 

an acknowledgement of the sensitive nature of the topic. 

None of the subjects interviewed expressed concern about the 

emotional nature of the topic. While several of the subjects 

became slightly teary during the interviews, suspension of 

the interviews was not necessary (Cowles, 1988). It was 

found that interviews lasting approximately sixty minutes 

gave sufficient time for disclosure of extensive information 

without becoming exhausting to either the informant or the 

researcher. 
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Trustworthiness of Data 

Specific actions were taken in order to minimize 

error in the conduction of this research. An audit trail 

in the form of a chronological compilation of the data 

collection and analysis provides a means to retrace and 

verify the research process. 

Triangulation, or the ongoing comparison of 

emerging concepts and theories to other sources, such as 

journals and the media provided a means to validate and 

substantiate findings. During the six months of data 

collection and analysis, the researcher clipped articles 

related to the abortion issue from the paper on a daily 

basis. The Supreme Court handed down a decision on access 

to abortions and this increased public and media attention 

to the issue. A television drama based on the story of Jane 

Roe and the legalization of abortion was aired. The 

researcher, as an activist in the pro-choice movement, had 

the opportunity to discuss her findings with many other 

women, aside from the sample, who had had abortions. 

Peer debriefing was very helpful in identifying 

investigator bias. The researcher spoke with both pro-choice 

and anti-choice peers about the subject. Categories were 

shared with subjects for confirmation and clarification of 

findings. At times, reflexivity or revealing to subjects 

assumptions which led to the formulation of questions in 
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particular ways was used. This technique allowed subjects 

to clarify information and minimized investigator bias. 

Summary 

This chapter included a description of the grounded 

theory methodology, and the reasons for its selection in 

this research. The criteria for subject selection and 

setting were explained. Data collection protocol, analysis 

and methods for maintaining trustworthiness of data were 

described. The measures taken to insure the protection of 

human subjects were detailed. 
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Chapter 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA AND PRESENTATION OP FINDINGS 

This chapter includes a description of the 

subjects, a report of the data analysis and a description 

of the emerging categories and processes. 

Description of Sample 

The six subjects in the sample ranged in age from 

26-36. (See Table 1) . All of the subjects were single at the 

time of the abortion, four of the subjects are now married 

and two remain single. According to the criteria for 

selection of subjects, all of the subjects were childless. 

By self report, two of the subjects were practicing 

Catholics, two were non-practicing Christians, one was a 

practicing Christian and one was a Buddhist. Four women 

identified themselves as Anglo-Americans, one as Japanese 

and one as Hispanic. The education level achieved by the 

subjects ranged from one year of college for one subject to 

graduate training or degrees for five subjects. All of the 

women identified themselves as pro-choice both at the time 

of the abortion and in the present. Four of the women 

considered themselves politically active around the issue. 
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Table 1 

Present Demographic Data for Study Subjects 

Subject Marital Years of Employment Religion 
Age Status Education 

Angela 34 single 18 RN Catholic 

Beth 36 married 18 librarian Catholic 

Carol 30 married 16 secretary Methodist 

Diane 30 married 13 seamstress Presbyterian 

Elaine 26 single 18 researcher Christian 

Faith 35 married 18 educator Buddhist 

Note: All subjects spoke English as their native language. 

All subjects live in the southwestern United 
States. 
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The subjects were from 1-12 years post-abortion. 

(See Table 2). Subjects were asked if, at the time of the 

abortion, they personally knew anyone who had had an 

abortion and what relation that person was to them. Three 

of the subjects knew of someone else who had had an abortion 

prior to their having one. Subjects were asked if they had 

ever been hospitalized for any reason and to rank their 

experiences with health care providers. Three of the 

subjects had been hospitalized for minor surgeries or 

injuries {tonsillitis etc.) None of the subjects reported 

psychiatric hospitalizations. Using a scale from one to five 

with one being poor and five being excellent, all of the 

women rated their experience with health care providers as 

either four or five. 

Subjects were asked to rank their feelings about 

abortion on a scale from anti-choice to pro-choice both at 

the time of the abortion and presently. On a scale with one 

being anti-abortion and five being pro-choice, all of the 

women ranked themselves as four or five in the present. Five 

of the women ranked themselves as four or five prior to the 

abortion as well. One woman ranked herself as three prior 

to the abortion and five in the present. 

The last scale measured women's self assessment 

of their political activity around the abortion issue. On 

this scale, one Indicated not at all political and five 
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indicated very political. Two of the women ranked themselves 

as two and four of the women ranked themselves as four. 

Table 2 

Demographic Data at the Time of Abortion 

Subj ect age marital status years of employment 
education 

Angela 

Beth 

Carol 

Diane 

Elaine 

Faith 

24 

24 

22 

24 

26 

single 

single 

single 

single 

single 

single 

16 

18 

16 

13 

17 

18 

RN 

unemployed 

temporary 

cook 

researcher 

temporary 
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Coding and Categorization of Data 

The focus of the inquiry was to discover by what 

processes women created meaning from the abortion 

experience. The grand tour question used, "Tell me about the 

time in your life when you had an abortion", yielded 

substantial amounts of data about the context of the 

subject's lives at the time of the abortion. Additional 

questions contributed data about the processes involved in 

with living with the abortion. 

Tapes of the interviews were transcribed by the 

researcher immediately following each interview. Subjects 

were given pseudonyms at the time of data transcription to 

protect confidentiality and anonymity. Initial substantive 

coding and speculative category coding was done in the 

margins of the transcriptions. The coding and categorization 

process continued with each interview being compared and 

contrasted to the previous interviews. Each interview was 

coded fresh using the new subjects words without necessarily 

using codes from previous interviews. 

While the Interviews were initially coded as they 

were completed, because of researcher inexperience, the 

first five interviews (with four subjects) were conducted 

along fairly structured lines of questioning. This resulted 

in data that was quite broad and extensive about the 

abortion experience but lacked depth and failed to reveal 
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a central theme. After faculty consultation, two more 

subjects were sought. These sixth and seventh Interviews 

followed the more open-ended method of questioning typical 

of grounded theory methodology. The interviewer pursued 

only those topics broached by the subjects. While these 

interviews covered much of the same material as the first 

five interviews, they gave more depth and focus to the 

process of making meaning from the abortion experience. 

Coding of these interviews was obviously influenced by 

having conducted, coded and thought about the previous five 

interviews. Categories from the six and seventh Interviews 

were then used to narrow and select from the topics in the 

earlier interviews. Because of this methodological 

inconsistency, the first interview presented will in fact 

be the sixth interview conducted. 

Elaine (Interview #6) 

Elaine (a pseudonym) was a 26 year old who had had 

the abortion about one year prior to the interview. She 

reported a strong, very conservative Christian background. 

A number of broad themes emerged from this interview. The 

category Wrong Time covered the dynamics of her life at the 

time of pregnancy. For Elaine, the issues contributing to 

the determination of wrong time (in order of priority) were; 

the existence and quality of her relationship with the 
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father of the baby, the fact that they were not married and 

were in an unstable relationship, her lack of economic 

security or job security and her family's disapproval of her 

being pregnant due to having had premarital sex. 

Certainty was the label for the category which 

applied both to the decision at the time of the abortion and 

in the present. Certainty was found in statements like, "it 

was the only alternative, it was my only option", " I just 

had a gut feeling". There was a sense from this category 

that the certainty was almost pre-conscious, that Elaine 

didn't really make the decision, but rather acknowledged its 

existence. 

- — A number of times Elaine mentioned how "stressful" 

it would be to her family to learn that she was pregnant. 

This precluded the choice of having an adoption because they 

would then learn of her pregnancy. This category was labeled 

Protecting the Family. In a similar manner the category 

Protecting Self from Family and Others rested on the 

acknowledgement of differing and conflicting moral values 

from those held by her family and the belief that she needed 

to protect herself from her family's judgement or censure 

of her because of these differences, ie. "I haven't 

necessarily communicated that to them because they would 

oppose it." In addition, Elaine noted that she had been 

held up in her family as an example of goodness and she 
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didn't want to jeopardi2e this role. The category of 

protecting self from others censure came up with issues of 

disclosure to non-family members. Elaine essentially 

screened those she told about the abortion before 

disclosing. She also described that by projecting certainty 

about her decision, she prevented others from questioning 

her. 

This need to protect herself was based on the 

acknowledgement that she is quite different from her family. 

The data reflecting this were coded Being Different/Separate 

from Family. Elaine had developed her own moral perspective 

which differs from the strict Christian values of her 

family. In addition, she perceived herself as more 

autonomous and more distanced from her family than were her 

siblings. 

In the category Being Connected to Family, the 

data bits reflected Elaine's acknowledgement that her family 

continues to have an influence on her. Elaine derived some 

comfort from the thought that her mother (who had had an 

abortion and is now deceased) would have supported her 

de c i s i o n  t o  h a v e  a n  a b o r t i o n .  I n  t h e  c a t e g o r y  

Protecting Self From the Event, Elaine described the three 

processes she used to distance herself from the experience, 

the substantive codes for these which were: keeping the 

abortus as an abstraction, not thinking about it, and 
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urgency about having the procedure to shorten the discomfort 

and effort of thought stopping. These categories included 

the following comments: 

"there was also a little thing in the 
mind that said don't get too close here, 
don't get too emotional about it don't 
really get, don't think of this as a real 
human..". 

"in order to maintain that attitude there 
is some sort of thing like my mind saying 
let's not think of this as a human, lets 
not allow the thoughts to drift in that 
direction". 

"during the last three days it was like 
OK lets do this ...because I don't want 
to think about it anymore". 

The category Disbelief described data which related 

to Elaine's inherent beliefs that she is a good and 

responsible person and that she should never have been in 

the situation of choosing an abortion. Disbelief was both 

a response to the discovery of pregnancy a continuing 

response occurring whenever Elaine recalls the event. 

"here I am a responsible person and how 
did I let this happen to me.." 

In addition to being separate, autonomous, and 

different from her family of origin, Elaine saw herself as 

essentially a nurturing, connected person who must seek to 

find those connections by creating her own family. The data 

related to this was coded I'm a Maternal Person. 

Following the abortion, Elaine experienced a period 
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of sadness. Although she attributes the initial force of 

her emotions to a change in "biochemistry", she also 

identified the following cause for sorrow. Loss of Idealized 

Self, the Idealized self would never have been in the 

situation to have to choose whether or not to have an 

abortion and yet she had to make that choice. This category 

was similar to Disbelief, but was left distinct because a 

specific emotional response was linked to the disbelief. 

"I was sad that I had to make that 
decision...! never really wanted to have 
to think about this I never really wanted 
to have to make this decision." 

Elaine's descriptions of reconciling herself to the 

losses were put in the category Balancing the Loss. She 

compared the abortion to the death of her mother. It was 

something that hurt but was inevitable. Elaine believed she 

had no choice. Elaine noted that the abortion was easier 

because she didn't know the fetus as she knew her mother. 

" X think I grieved. But it was 
balanced with the idea that I 
knew that this was right." 

Trying On was the code used for data in which 

Elaine described trying to imagine what her life would be 

like now if she had had the child. This included speculation 

about her relationship with the father of the baby, and what 

it would be like to be the mother of a toddler. 
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Elaine talked at length about the Right Time to 

have a child and how it would be different. It is 

essentially opposite of wrong time. It includes first and 

foremost a committed stable relationship with the father, 

then financial security, although that was more negotiable 

according to Elaine. 

Statements like "children deserve the best", and 

"I have a responsibility to the child to provide...", were 

coded Obligation to Children. It was under this category 

that the rejection of adoption fell. Adoption was viewed as 

irresponsible to the child one conceived, one's family and 

society. 

I Could Have Had the Child but... was the code for 

data related to a process of re-evaluating. It began with 

"I could have had the child" but then proceeded rapidly 

through the circumstances of the pregnancy and re-justifies 

the decision in terms expectations for the self and child. 

A category termed Selective Telling was developed 

to capture data about the reasons and circumstances under 

which Elaine spoke with others about the abortion. Telling 

was done for emotional support and for material reasons 
i 

(ie.!"to get to the clinic"). 

Elaine remarked about the prevalence of the abortion 

issue in the media. She spoke at length about her anger at 

others for judging women who choose to have abortions. This 
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data was labeled I get Angry. 

Elaine's feelings about the father's role in the 

abortion decision were coded It's my Decision. While she had 

discussed the pregnancy and abortion with her boyfriend, she 

felt that ultimately the decision was her own. 

On a number of instances Elaine compared her 

experience of abortion to other women's experiences and 

seemed to seek a sense of what the "normal" experiences are 

of having abortions. These comments were coded Comparing. 

She also described that she has sought out discussions about 

abortion with other woman who have had them. This was 

labeled Sharing. 

Not That Bad was the code iij^sed for Elaine' s 

expressions of relief and even guilt at how easy the 

procedure was and her lack of emotional sequelae "I didn't 

feel this great huge loss." Thoughts about possible 

negative consequences or punishment from God were labeled 

Thoughts of Consequences. 

"... on some sort of subconscious level 
there's this hmm I wonder if god is going 
to punish me for this hmm I wonder if I'm 
ever going to be able to have children 
again. '• 
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Faith (interview #7) 

Faith was a 35 year old Japanese American who had 

had an abortion 9 years ago. The central theme of this 

interview was the enduring conflict and sorrow that the 

abortion experience created in Faith's life. Despite many 

statements of certainty and a continued pro-choice stance, 

Faith spoke at length about what a difficult decision it was 

to live with. This data was labeled Being Torn and included 

the following comments: 

"it wasn't a hard choice to make it was 
a hard choice to live with." 

"it's been nine years and its still 
painful" 

"X had a choice and I chose to do it, I 
still felt, even though I am pro choice 
I still felt that it was killing my first 
child." 

New topics emerged as follows. It Comes Up 

described both the ways she was reminded of the abortion by 

yearly events such as Mothers' Day and the prevalence of the 

issue in the media. 

Being Alone was the code used to describe the data 

relating to the way the decision and the procedure were 

experienced in isolation and the resulting loneliness. 

"I felt really alone because I didn't, I 
went by myself, I found out by myself I 
was not where I had a real serious support 
system." 
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Faith spoke at length about not talking about her 

abortion experience and she speculated that not talking has 

affected her resolution of the experience. This data was 

labeled Not Telling. Faith expressed a desire to speak with 

other women about their abortion experiences. This was 

labeled Wanting to Share. Faith talked about her beliefs 

that abortion should be safe and legal and that women should 

have the right to avail themselves of this procedure. This 

was labeled Being Pro-choice. The category derived from 

Elaine's Interview labeled I Get Angry was replaced 

following Faith's interview by the category Being Pro-

choice, because it was directly related to the beliefs that 

abortion should remain safe and legal. 

Faith also voiced a clear sense of the Right Time and 

the Wrong Time to have a child, Obligations to Children and 

the belief that Having a Child at the Wrong Time Could Ruin 

You. Because all of these categories represented statements 

about the two subjects' value systems, these initial 

categories were combined into a category termed Valuing. 

Faith and Elaine were notable for their ability to 

articulate a level of ambivalence and conflict which 

resulted from the abortion decision. This ambivalence was 

caused by the conviction that they had done the right thing 

but must live with the emotional experiences of loss and 

doubt. There was a suggestion that both women felt that they 
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had had the abortions to protect themselves and their 

families, but could never share the experience with their 

families. Not sharing had led to an increased separation 

from their families. 

Angela (Interview #1) 

Data concerning conflict and ambivalence was 

clearly present to varying degrees in all of the interviews. 

The Interview with Angela, the first subject, was re

analyzed and support was found for the categories of Wrong 

Time, Certainty, Protecting Self, and Protecting Family and 

Others, Being Different From Family, Selective Telling, 

Being Private, Being Alone, Coming to Know, It Comes Up, 

Questioning, Disbelief, Being Pro-choice, Wanting to Share, 

and Trying On. 

The most significant theme in the interview with 

Angela was the continued sorrow she felt in not being able 

to tell her parents about having had an abortion, not only 

because of their disapproval, but also because it would 

cause them pain. This was labeled Wanting to Tell. Arpla 

identified a number of categories related to living with 

having had an abortion. The label Getting On described the 

rapid return to activities which were part of her normal 

life following the abortion. Angela's comments about the 

patchy and selective nature of her recollections about the 
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experience are labeled Selective Remembering. 

Angela mentioned a number of people who helped her 

resolve the experience and this data is coded Being 

Supported. Angela viewed herself as different as a result 

of the abortion, which was coded Being Changed By the Event. 

Integrating was the code given to statements like "its part 

of who I am", and the recognition of the need to tell 

significant people in her life about the abortion. A kind 

of vigilance about birth control followed the abortion and 

this was labeled Preventing Pregnancy. 

In a second interview with Angela, a category 

termed Re-evaluating was developed to capture statements 

that described a process of thinking about the event, 

weighing the issue again in the present and then re

affirming ones decision. Re-evaluating replaced the category 

I Could Have Had a Child but I Wanted Better, derived from 

the interview with Elaine. 

Beth (Interview #2) 

It has been 12 years since Beth, the second 

subject, had an abortion. Beth still recalled much about the 

circumstances vividly, including the time and date of the 

appointment and what she was wearing. Beth communicated a 

strong sense of certainty and justification for the abortion 

based on her belief that it was irresponsible to have a 
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child at the wrong time. She was the only subject who 

described a period of Not Coping Well in which she was very 

teary, confused, moved across the country, couldn't look at 

babies and was sexually frigid. Not Coping Well lasted less 

than a year. The category Time Helps was developed to 

capture statements she made about the lessening of painful 

feelings about the event with the passage of time. The 

category Bonding was described by Beth as part of a 

healing process after the abortion. This included both being 

with and caring for a friend's child after the abortion. 

Beth spoke at length about her concerns that the 

abortion might be related to her present inability to become 

pregnant, while not seeing it as a direct punishment from 

God or as a consequence of the procedure, she felt there was 

some way the two events were related 

"I don't believe that god is going to 
punish me...I believe its entirely 
possible that I'm controlling not getting 
pregnant, that is possible, that there is 
a part of me that' s not allowing it to 
happen because I am punishing myself... 
II 

This was coded Worrying which became the dominant 

category and Included Thoughts about Consequences, a code 

introduced by Elaine. Beth made a number of statements 

about how she viewed herself, "responsible", "pragmatic", 

"a good girl". These were similar to the kinds of self 

assessments made by Elaine. These statements about how Beth 
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viewed herself were linked to statements of disbelief that 

she had accidentally gotten pregnant. An underlying belief 

became apparent "good girls don't have accidents and good 

girls don't have abortions". The belief that one was a good 

girl and that good girls don't have abortions was the source 

of the disbelief. Beth spoke at length about being shocked 

to meet other "good girls" who told her they had had 

abortions. Loss of Idealized Self , Disbelief, and I'm a 

Maternal Person, categories introduced by Elaine, were 

collapsed into the category Good Girls Have Abortions. 

Carol (Interview #4) 

The third subject Carol spoke of the abortion 

decision as a hard decision with comments like: 

"I don't ever forget about this. It is 
something that stays with you for ever. 
I've had other really difficult decisions 
too... but maybe this is the hardest 
decision I've made." 
However, her interview was remarkable for its 

emphasis on the abortion being Not That Bad, a code 

introduced by Elaine. Part of the reason Carol described 

it as "no big deal" was that it had a minimal emotional 

impact on her. She did not feel traumatized by the 

procedure, or guilty about the decision. She did not feel 

in conflict with her family about the event. 
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"I actually had a very good upbringing. 
And so that may be why it was easier for 
me to go through it than it might have 
been for some people. And the fact that 
I didn't have a super strict religious 
upbringing. It was moderate. We went to 
church now and then. Just the way I was 
raised probably made it easier for me 
too." 

Another reason she gave for her relative ease with 

the event was that in her experience, abortion had always 

been legal. Data related to this included comments like; 

"To me it wasn't a big traumatic thing 
I mean ever since I have been having sex 
I knew that if something came up and I 
really wanted to have an abortion I 
could." 

"And also because I had never really known 
a time when it wasn't legal. I think that 
can make it harder if you'd been around 
a time when you were told it was wrong." 

Because the abortion was done safely and without 

any complications, Carol did not worry that there might be 

consequences to subsequent pregnancies or children. She 

spoke at length about Not Worrying about the consequences 

of the abortion. Despite Carol's comfort with her decision, 

she considers it a very private one and she almost never 

discloses to anyone about having had an abortion. She does, 

however, work in a family planning clinic so she has often 

heard other women's discussions of their experiences. In 

many instances during the interview, she compared her 

abortion experience to other women's, giving support to the 
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category Comparing, introduced by Elaine. 

Diane (interview #5) 

Diane, the fourth subject was 22 at the time of her 

abortion, unmarried and living with a boyfriend. Diane was 

the only subject whose parents knew that she had had an 

abortion. She spoke several times of her desire to protect 

her family from the knowledge primarily for fear of 

disappointing them. However, once they learned of her 

decision (inadvertently), they were supportive; 

"my mother is a wonderful person. . .1 think 
that she felt that an adoption would be 
better or keeping the child would be 
better. But she let me go along with what 
I needed to do. And I' ve always 
appreciated that." 

"I felt like they [parents] figured this 
was a mistake, probably too bad it even 
happened, but its done and over with and 
there's no sense in getting all upset 
about it now screaming and yelling, 
scratching and fighting...It was done, 
over with." 

This data was coded Being Supported. Diane 

contributed many comments to the category Integrating 

because of her clear sense that she both had made the right 

choice and that she intended to live with it without regret; 

"If you always lied about it then you 
probably would be feeling ashamed. I guess 
I don't. I try not to feel ashamed about 
it. It was my choice and my decision. And 
you live with that and I don't live my 
life as an ashamed or embarrassed type of 
person" 
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Analysis of the Data 

While the descriptions of data and codes applied to 

data appear static in this format, through the constant 

comparative analysis method, they were changed and re

evaluated during the coding, re-coding and composing 

process. Theoretical memo of August 21, 1989 notes: 

"At this point I want to go back and 
eliminate the sections that don't refer 
to the process of living with ambivalence 
in the present. This would include 
relationships with boyfriends, the 
experience during the abortion, the 
immediate past after the procedure. I 
think all the stuff about having a baby 
now, and the continued ambivalence felt 
by some of the women about childbearing 
is an interesting parallel but not 
specific to this study. (Theoretical 
memo) 

Codes which were not specific to this study were: It1 s 

My Decision, because it related to the time prior to the 

abortion, Urgency, as it was related to the desire to have 

the abortion rapidly after discovery of pregnancy, Not 

Coping Well, because of the short duration of these 

symptoms, Getting On and Bonding because they related to 

strategies used immediately after the abortion. Table 3 has 

a complete list of the surviving codes. 



Table 3 

Surviving Categories 

certainty 
protecting self from family & others 
protecting family 
protecting self from event 

not thinking 
keeping abortus abstract 
preventing pregnancy 

being different from family 
being connected to family 
good girls have abortions 
balancing the loss 
trying-on 
valuing 

obligation to children 
right time 
wrong time 

selective telling 
comparing 
sharing 
not that bad 
not worrying 
worrying 
being torn 
it comes up 
being alone 
not telling 
being pro-choice 
wanting to tell 
selective remembering 
being supported 
being changed 
integrating 
preventing pregnancy 
re-evaluating 
time helps 
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Consolidation of Data and Emerged Concepts 

in this section the process of clustering the data 

into categories of similar codes will be presented. This 

process led to a more abstract and descriptive 

representation of the process. Several recurring issues 

guided the organizing and structuring of categories and sub

categories at this point. 

The most remarkable aspect of all the interviews 

.was the women's sense that they had done the right thing, 

their continued certainty, in the face of their widely 

varying experiences of questioning, regret, sorrow, or 

turmoil as a result of the abortion. This mixture of 

certainty and uncertainty comprised much of the content of 

the subjects discussions and seemed best described by the 

term ambivalence. Each category was evaluated to see how it 

related to the core process of ambivalence. Categories were 

separated into causes, consequences, conditions, strategies. 

{See Table 3). Categories are displayed first in a table 

to capture the many categories which fit under each theme. 

Then in a model which better reflects the circular and 

repeating nature of the process of Integrating Ambivalence. 

(See Figure 1). 



Table 4 

Clustering of Categories to Reflect Core Process 

Conditions 
it comes up 
time helps 

Strategies 
re-evaluating 

trying-On 
selective remembering 

valuing the context 
wrong time/ right time 
good girls have abortions 

obligation to children 
being different from family 

being connected to family 
being pro-choice 

balancing the loss 

Consequences 
being torn 

worrying 
wanting to tell 

integrating 
certainty 
being changed 
not that bad 
not worrying 

Strategies for Integrating Ambivalence 
protecting the context 

not telling 
being alone 
being pro-choice 

protecting self from event 
not thinking about it 
keeping abortus abstract 
preventing pregnancy 

connecting with others 
being supported 
sharing/wanting to share 
selective telling 
comparing 
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Integrating Ambivalence as a Process 

The constant comparative analysis of the data 

generated the phenomenon of Integrating Ambivalence. 

Integrating Ambivalence is the process by which women lived 

with and integrated into the context of their lives an 

experience which continued to create ambivalent feelings for 

them. Ambivalence has been defined as the co-existence of 

positive and negative feelings towards the same person, 

object or action (Random House Dictionary, 1968). This 

appeared to be the central tension experienced by the women 

interviewed. The positive feelings they experienced about 

the abortion decision were related to the ways that it 

solved a problem and prevented what they perceived as a 

worse event occurring. The negative feelings they had about 

the decision were related to questioning the morality of the 

action, the possible physical and moral consequences, and 

the ways that that action influenced their sense of 

themselves and their relationship to their families and 

society. 

The model (refer to Figure 1) is an attempt to 

represent the ongoing and cyclical nature of the process. 

The individual is clearly inseparable from the context of 

their life, their family, social and religious background 

which all contribute to the ways in which they integrated 

the experience of having had an abortion. The context 
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It comes up 

context of 

life 

re-evaluating 

the decision 

strategies for 

Integrating ambivalence 

Integrating Ambivalence: A Model 

of Living With the Abortion Experience 
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changes over time but has continuity. 

The cycle begins when the subject is reminded of 

the abortion. It Comes Up with anniversaries, birthdays, 

mother's day, or the prevalence of the issue in the media. 

The condition of being reminded of the event changes over 

time and so the category Time Helps is placed here. This 

begins a cycle of Re-evaluating. Subjects re-evaluate both 

the issue and their strategies for dealing with it. The 

internal processes of Re-evaluating begin with Trylnq-on. 

Trylng-on included not only the idea of having the aborted 

one in the present,ie. "what would it be like to have a six 

year old now", but also Trylng-on how one would respond to 

an unplanned pregnancy now. Selective Remembering influences 

how the abortion is remembered and re-evaluated. A number 

of categories were collected under the theme Valuing the 

Context. The word context is used to refer to web of 

connections to others formed by family, religion, culture 

and society. The women function with an acute awareness of 

how their behavior could influence their context. Valuing 

the Culture is the process of re-affirming the values which 

led to the original decision to abort. These values include 

one's beliefs about the Right Time and Wrong time to have 

children and one's sense of Being Different from, yet 

Connected to Family. Good Girls Have Abortions includes 

the subjects images of themselves as "good girls", 
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responsible people", and their belief that they have the 

ability and responsibility to judge the right and wrong time 

to have a child. All of the women considered themselves 

pro-choice before the abortion and remain pro-choice. They 

all expressed certainty about the procedure; it was the 

right thing to do at the time and is still the right 

decision. The re-evaluating phase sometimes ends with some 

form of Balancing the Loss,, an acknowledgment that while it 

was the right thing to do, it is a hard thing to live with. 

Data under Balancing the Loss often appeared cliched and 

resigned but not resolved. 

I guess that it' s best all around, for 
everybody. That the choice is the best 
choice even though it's not a good choice 
it's the best choice at the time. (Faith) 

You know its your choice to make and if 
you1 re going to do it wrong you're going 
to pay for it, but you're the one who does 
it. 
(Carol) 

As a consequence of this incomplete resolution, 

women continue to feel ambivalence and to employ strategies 

to ease the discomfort of Worrying and Being Torn, while 

continuing to use strategies to integrate the abortion 

experience into their lives. These strategies are employed 

to varying degrees depending on their own resolution with 

the abortion. Several strategies were employed to cope with 

the experience of Being Torn. Protecting the Context, 
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represents a purposeful distancing from others who might 

disapprove, condemn or be hurt by the knowledge of the 

subjects choice to abort. One of the primary strategies used 

to protect is Not Telling people about the abortion. For 

many of the women, not disclosing was felt to be not merely 

self-protective but responsible to and protective of the 

context of their lives. Being Alone is the other strategy 

that protects the self and the context by providing distance 

and privacy rather than risking controversy or conflict 

within the context of one's life. 

All of the women voiced anger about the changes in 

the abortion laws occurring and the move to further restrict 

access to abortion. By being active in the pro-choice 

movement, women could also take steps to protect the system 

which had supported their choice. Being Pro-choice provided 

a means to integrate their beliefs and actions. 

Women employed three strategies to Protect Self 

from the Event. By actively Not Thinking about the Event, 

or stopping uncomfortable thoughts related to the event, by 

Keeping the Abortus Abstract, and by actively Preventing 

another unplanned pregnancy. 

Women also Integrate aspects of the experience in 

several ways. Comments about the experience being Not That 

Bad, expressions of continued Certainty and women's 

descriptions of Being Changed by the event all spoke to 
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Integration. Some strategies were still being used to 

Increase integration. By Connecting with Others, women 

gained support and validation from others for their choice. 

Women spoke with others, and they listened carefully to find 

confirmation of their own experience. The women spoke of the 

bond they felt with other women who have experienced 

abortions. Four of the women spoke of wishing there had been 

a support group following the abortion. 

The subjects in this sample combined different 

strategies and varied in the degree to which they appear to 

have integrated their ambivalence. The subject who had 

informed her family and been supported by them was the least 

ambivalent about the experience. The subject who had not 

told her family, rarely spoke with anyone of it, and not 

only pictured the abortus as a baby but felt that she had 

killed her first child, described the most ambivalence. 

Summary 

This study began as a search for the processes by which 

women make sense of the abortion experience over time. The 

exploratory method of grounded theory uncovered data 

suggesting that women remain ambivalent about the 

experience, but employ various strategies to integrate the 

ambivalence into their lives. This integration occurs 

through a continued process of re-evaluating, connecting 
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with others and protecting oneself and others from the 

abortion. Conclusions in reference to the findings and the 

conceptual orientation will be presented in chapter five. 
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Chapter Five 

DISCUSSION OF FINDING 

In this chapter the proposed model and grounded 

theory will be evaluated with reference to the initial 

theoretical orientation and previous studies. Nursing 

implications, limitations of the research, and 

recommendations for further research will complete the 

chapter. 

Interpretation of Findings 

The purpose of this research was to discover the 

processes by which women make sense of the abortion 

experience over time. All of the participants viewed their 

abortion as a significant experience in their lives and one 

which they continued to think about. Using the grounded 

theory methodology, a phenomenon of Integrating Ambivalence 

was developed to describe the circular process in which 

women dwelling within their unique context, are reminded of 

the experience, re-evaluate their decision and move toward 

increasing integration of the experience while remaining, 

to varying degrees, ambivalent about their decision and its 
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consequences. The term Integrating Ambivalence was selected 

because the data reflected an active process of living with, 

changing and being changed by an essentially ambivalent 

choice. 

Each woman was embedded in her own context of 

history, family, religion, and affiliations. During the 

course of everyday life, or through the prevalence of the 

abortion issue in the media, or as they considered 

childbearing in the present, woman recalled their abortion 

experience. This recollection led to a form of re

evaluating. Women tried on the idea of having had the child; 

what the implications of the choice they made were then and 

what they are now. This re-evaluation drew from each woman's 

beliefs about herself and the meaning of her life. She 

reflected on her value system, which included her sense of 

obligation to her family, society and herself. At the end 

of this re-evaluation process, the women usually made a 

summative statement of partial resolution ie. "I did the 

best I could", "it was the best for everyone", "no use 

crying over spilt milk". 

The women described aspects of the decision which 

they continued to question, memories which still caused them 

sadness or worry. The women described the strategies they 

used to cope with these feelings. These feelings appeared 

to be both the lived experience of ambivalence and sometimes 
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acted as a trigger to continued re-evaluation. 

All of the women described ways in which the 

abortion experience was integral to who they now were and 

ways that the abortion was no longer problematic. They 

described strategies they had used and continued using to 

minimize the ambivalence they felt about the experience. 

They described ways they had actively changed and been 

changed by the experience. All of these descriptions and 

strategies were inseparable from the ways the women viewed 

themselves and there environment. Both the articulation of 

their values and the strategies used to integrate the 

experience caused changes in the women's perception of 

herself and within her environment. 

Relationship of the Findings to the 

Theoretical Orientation 

The work of Parse (1981; 1987) was used to provide 

a theoretical orientation for this research. Parse's 

complicated conceptual model includes three assumptions 

which provide the foundation for three principles. These 

principles combine to create three theoretical assertions. 

Included in the assumptions of her conceptual model are the 

ideas that human beings are in continuous interaction with 

their surroundings, freely choose meaning in situations and 

bear responsibility for their decisions (Parse, 1981). 
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These assumptions; freely choosing meaning {or situated 

freedom), responsibility for decisions and the importance 

of the environment or context for this process of meaning 

making, seemed particularly relevant to the abortion 

decision. 

Assumptions 

Choice has two aspects to it; the choice to have an 

abortion and the choices involved in deriving meaning from 

the event. All of the subjects acknowledged the significance 

of their legal right to freely choose an abortion. It is a 

legal right that continues to exist under tremendous social, 

political and religious scrutiny. However, the interviews 

primarily focused on the ways the women were choosing 

meaning from the event rather than the choice itself. The 

experience of ambivalence is both a cognitive and affective 

response to an unsatisfactory choice. The abortion decision 

is one women make with a strong sense of the limitations of 

their situation, of their personal power, and of their 

options. 

Each of the subjects described their decision to 

have an abortion as a responsible one. It appeared to them 

as a less damaging option than having a child. Most of the 

women in this sample prided themselves on being responsible 

people who " knew what [they] had to do". This included a 
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sense of responsibility to society through careers and 

economic solvency, to family, and to themselves. 

These notions of responsibility are inseparably 

entwined in the context or culture of the women's lives. As 

Parse (1985) suggested, individual meaning was clearly 

related to the subjects perceptions of their context and 

Interrelationships with others. While the idea of context 

or environment is integral to the nursing paradigm, the 

inclusion of context in depictions of theoretical models is 

problematic. It typically sits to one side acting as a wild 

card, an explanation or excuse for all that the rest of the 

model fails to account for. Parse (1987), building on 

Roger's (1983) concept of integrality uses the term man-

environment as an inseparable entity. The individual 

changes, is changed by and changes with the environment. 

This is conceptually more satisfying but doesn't really 

solve the problem of predicting the role of context in any 

model. In fact it leads to a somewhat individualistic 

approach to describing phenomena. 

principles 

In Chapter 1, Parses first principle was introduced. 

It states that "Structuring meaning multi-dimensionally is 

co-creating reality through the languaging of valuing and 

imaging" (1981, p. 41). This principle suggests that women 
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articulate their values and visions of the world through the 

language which they use. Talking about what is meaningful 

creates new meanings and enhances one's understanding of the 

Implications of their value system. Based on this principle, 

it was anticipated that the women interviewed would share 

not only the experience of having had an abortion but also 

share with the researcher the ongoing interaction of their 

ideas, visions and values. This occurred. Several of the 

women remarked that the interviews themselves contributed 

to the process of finding language for an experience which 

had been inadequately articulated. 

Parse's second principle states; 

Co-creating rhythmical patterns of 
relating is living the paradoxical unity 
of revealing-concealing, and enabling-
limiting while connecting separating. 
(1981, p. 41). 

The process of "Integrating Ambivalence" used by 

participants included strategies that paralleled Parse's 

model for co-creating meaning. Participants selectively 

concealed and revealed their experiences to others, finding 

language and images for the experience. They clearly 

remembered who they had and hadn't spoken with about the 

abortion. Participants used separation and connection with 

others to achieve a level of comfort with the experience. 

Several subjects spoke of emotional and physical distances 
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from their families which were the result of the abortion 

decision. Women described the ways that the choice to have 

an abortion had enabled them to achieve in their personal 

lives and careers while limiting their experience of 

motherhood, altering their perceptions of themselves and 

limiting their relationships with their families. 

The third principle of Parse's Man- Living- Health 

Model states that, " cotranscending with the possibles is 

powering unique ways of originating in the process of 

transforming" (1981, p. 41). As the women in this study 

made meaning from the experience, they changed. The changes 

occurred not only in their internal understanding of 

themselves, but in their strategies for living and in their 

relationships with others. "Originating in the process of 

transforming" could be a description of the ways the women 

developed unique strategies for changing and being changed 

by the abortion experience and as a result derived a unique 

meaning from the event. 

Relationship of Findings to Review of the Literature 

The theory of Integrating Ambivalence will now be 

compared to selected relevant literature. The literature 

has been selected for its capacity to support or elucidate 

the themes or categories which surfaced in the analysis of 

the data. 
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Because the focus of the data analysis was on the 

meaning of the experience in the present, little support was 

found for viewing abortion as a crisis event. However, 

Pitzpatrick's (1983) suggestion that "individuals 

experiencing crisis have difficulty integrating their 

present situation within their life perspective" p 295, was 

supported. Women in this study uniformly described their 

initial response to the knowledge of pregnancy, as 

disbelief. This disbelief was the result of the conflict 

between their self images as responsible, good women and the 

belief that unwanted pregnancies and abortions didn't happen 

to "good girls". This disbelief continued in the present as 

an indication of the difficulty of integrating the abortion 

experience into their present life perspectives. 

The women in this study described the time in their 

lives when they had the abortion, as one full of 

transitions, new jobs, new careers, recent moves, just 

finishing school, just ending relationships. For two of the 

women (Beth and Elaine), the first three months after the 

abortion had periods of intense sorrow or "not coping well". 

For Angela and Diane, the sorrow felt following the abortion 

was less related to the abortion than to breaking up with 

their boyfriends. While the abortion was a difficult 

situation, it was only one difficult situation among other 

transitional life events. 
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Previous research supports that for most women, the 

negative effects they experience as a result of abortion are 

usually limited to the first three months or as long as one 

year (Wall'erstein, Kurtz, & Bar-Din 1972; Burnell & 

Norfleet, 1986; Osofsky & Osofsky, 1976; Ashton, 1978). 

Previous findings were supported by the data in this study. 

Some of the women described periods of time in the year 

following the abortion when they were very sad, teary, and 

lonely. However, most of the women stated these feelings 

resolved within that first year. For two of the women 

(Angela and Faith), intense feelings related to the abortion 

still occur. They both described recent occasions of sorrow 

related to the event. However, these feelings did not change 

their conviction or certainty that the abortion had been the 

right choice. The significance of these women's perceptions 

of the context of their decision must be taken into 

consideration when evaluating their level ambivalence. 

Previous researchers studying the psychological 

impact of abortions have included contextual variables by 

examining the age, race, income, marital status, number of 

children, ethnicity, moral values, socio-cultural and 

political context of their subjects (Bracken, Klerman & 

Bracken 1978; Illsley & Hall, 1976; Osofsky & Osofsky, 1972; 

Schusterman, 1979). Few correlations have been found 

between specific demographic variables and negative 
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psychological impacts. This study suggests two issues that 

should be considered when studying demographics and 

psychological impact of abortion. The first issue is that 

it is the subjects' interpretations of the interactions 

between the demographic variables (ie. the context) that 

influence their reaction to an abortion. Simple demographics 

are not sufficient to predict women's responses to this 

complex issue. The second issue concerns how psychological 

outcomes have been described in previous research. A 

negative outcome has primarily been considered severe 

psychological disturbance as a result of abortion. The 

levels of ambivalence seen in this small sample are not 

comparable to the severe psychological disturbances 

indicative of a negative outcome. This research supports 

the significance of context on the level of ambivalence, and 

the significance of ambivalence as a result of abortion. 

Illsley and Hall (1976) support a more subtle consideration 

of context and psychological outcome in abortion research 

with the comment: 

Involved is a constant Interaction between 
individual psychology; social pressures 
and constraints; and individual actions 
that precipitate societal responses which, 
in turn, have an impact on the social and 
psychological state of the woman and her 
partner. Research on abortion should 
always be formulated in full cognizance 
of this context.( p 86) 
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Support for the theme Valuing the Context was found 

in a comparison of pro-choice and pro-life attitudes done 

by Luker (1984). Luker identified very similar themes among 

pro-choice activists to those stated by the informants in 

this sample. Children were seen by pro-choice advocates as 

a special obligation requiring and deserving of time, energy 

and money. Responsible people and good parents were those 

who arranged their lives to provide these things for their 

children (Luker, 1984). This complex set of values is 

reflective of an internally coherent world view which was 

largely shared by the interviewer and all of the 

participants in this study. However, the subjects in this 

study who appeared to experience more ambivalence about 

abortion were those whose families of origins did not share 

the same world view. These subjects identified themselves 

as "different" from their families and as a result did not 

discuss the abortion with their families. This difference 

also led to increased distancing emotionally and in some 

cases physically from their families. For some of the women, 

this belief in their obligations to society loomed so large 

that they felt the abortion wasn't a choice, it too was part 

of a larger obligation. 

Different beliefs about the roles of the 
sexes, about the meaning of parenthood and 
about human nature are all called into 
play when the issue is abortion. 
(Luker, 1984 p. 158) 
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The association of ambivalent feelings with 

abortion is well documented in the literature (Lemkau 1988, 

Freeman 1978, Asher 1972, Friedman et al. 1974, Wallerstein, 

Kurtz, & Bar-Din 1972, Nelson, 1974). The findings in this 

study were consistent with Freeman's statement that " the 

important factor in resolving the abortion experience is not 

the absence of ambivalence or negative feelings but the 

ability to cope with these feelings" (p. 153). This research 

described ways women live with ambivalence. 
* 

Research looking at how women have coped with 

abortion has usually focused on the time immediately after 

the abortion or within the first year (Robblns & DeLameter 

1982, Cohen & Roth 1974, Blackburne-Stover, Belenky & 

Gilligan 1982, Freeman 1978, Shusterman, 1979). Much of the 

previous research was done with women who had abortions 

illegally or who had to indicate prior to the abortion, that 

the pregnancy jeopardized their mental health. These 

contextual variables clearly influenced the strategies 

available to the women for resolving any ambivalence about 

the choice. 

Studies done on post-abortion coping in the first 

year include research on the role of social support Bracken 

et al., 1974, Schusterman, 1978, Robbins & DeLameter, 1982), 

and the influence of post abortion counseling (Bracken, 

1977, Dauber, 1972, Wallerstein et al. 1972). Data relating 
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to social support and counseling were captured under the 

category Connecting with Others. This category included 

Being Supported, Selective Telling, and Sharing/Wanting to 

Share, The literature suggests that social support is one 

of the most important factors in resolving the abortion 

experience (Holden 1989, Robbins & DeLameter 1982, Bracken 

et al. 1984). Women who have their partners and parents 

support for the abortion react more favorably than women 

without support (Bracken et al., 1974). In this sample, all 

of the partners were aware of the pregnancy and abortion. 

Two of the women had broken up with their boyfriends prior 

to the abortion, and four of the women separated from their 

boyfriends soon after the abortion. Only Diane's partner 

went into the clinic with her and Diane is the only woman 

who told her family about the abortion. 

Host of the women recalled the experience as a very 

lonely one, and one which they felt separated them from 

their families and from other women. Beth and Faith who had 

had abortions 12 and 9 years ago, did not know any one else 

who had had an abortion, at the time of their abortion. Five 

of the women involved female acquaintances, in the actual 

details of obtaining the abortion (transportation or money). 

While two of these female supporters were sisters, none of 

the supporters were considered close friends. Social support 

for validation or comfort was much less commonly sought by 
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any of the subjects. 

Four of the women commented that they wished there 

had been a support group or counseling available sometime 

after the abortion. Their comments were consistent with 

Wallerstein et al's (1972), and Freeman's (1978) 

observations that the time for counseling was not 

immediately after the abortion but perhaps three months 

later. Both Diane and Carol stated that they'd never felt 

the need for counseling or support. Carol additionally 

commented that counseling might create problems: 

"And talking about it maybe could dredge 
up things that you never thought about it. 
And maybe it would mess you up, or give 
you a lot more dilemmas that you never 
thought about before. 

In addition to connecting strategies, women lived 

with the abortion experience by using a series of protective 

strategies. These strategies typically distanced the woman 

from people, events or thoughts which could painfully remind 

them of the abortion. These distancing strategies were 

separated into Protecting Self from Event and Protecting 

the Context. In many cases, it was difficult to distinguish 

who was being protected by the strategy, the woman, her 

family or both. 

Wallerstein, Kurtz & Bar-Din (1972) interviewed a 

sample of 22 young (14-22) unmarried women, in the year 
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after they had an abortion. They described women using both 

protective strategies (not telling, distancing themselves) 

and integrative strategies such as being changed by the 

event. They noted that the greater the extent of the woman's 

fantasy of the fetus as a term baby prior to the abortion, 

the more likely she was to experience conflict with the 

decision. Only one of the women (Faith) in this research 

pictured the fetus as a term baby and she reported the most 

ambivalence about the experience, thus supporting 

Wallerstein and colleague's previous findings. 

Moseley, Follingstad, Harley and Heckel (1981) 

studied 62 women immediately following an abortion. These 

women reported increased hostility toward, and distance from 

parents who opposed their abortions. As a result of parental 

opposition, these women reported that they were more 

influenced by other people. Because this research was done 

immediately following the abortion, it is difficult to 

extrapolate the data to women's relationships with there 

families years after the abortion. It is also not clear 

whether the parents in this study directly opposed the 

abortion or were known to be opposed to abortion. 

Greater distance from families was reported as a 

result of the abortion by Angela, Beth, Elaine and Faith. 

Carol described herself as distant from her family before 

the abortion. Diane, who told her family, continues to be 
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very close with them and spoke of her parents' acceptance 

of her choice with much appreciation. 

Women in this study reported their memories of the 

abortion in many ways. Some recalled the events vividly, 

some could not remember the events well but recalled 

feelings intensely, and some focused mostly on the impact 

of the event in the present. This was viewed by the 

researcher as one of the strategies for integrating the 

experience and perhaps a strategy for protecting oneself 

from the event. Another conclusion is suggested by research 

done by Blackburne-Stover, Belenky, and Gilllgan (1982). 

They examined the influence of moral development on re

constructive memory. They interviewed 24 women prior to an 

abortion using a series of questions which related to how 

the women viewed the pregnancy, their decision to abort, who 

was involved in the decision and whether the decision was 

conflictual for them. In addition, the subjects completed 

a portion of the Moral Maturity Scale (MMS). One year later, 

a subset of twenty women were re-interviewed and again took 

the MMS. Women who had grown developmentally on the MMS, had 

significantly different answers to the interview questions 

and 80% of the women who showed gains on the MMS, referred 

to some loss of memory about the event. Women who did not 

change on the MMS, continued to answer the interview 

questions similarly to how they had answered them in the 
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previous year and only 10% referred to memory loss. The 

authors concluded that: 

the achievement of a more elaborate 
capacity for moral judgement is associated 
with new and different constructions of 
long term memory of the decision-making 
process resolving an actual moral 
dilemma memory for relationships in 
the physical world changes over time for 
individuals who are achieving 
developmental advances in cognition 
(p.867). 

This research was done only a year after the woman 

had an abortion. It is difficult to know how the Selective 

Remembering demonstrated by subjects 6-12 years after the 

abortion is correlated with developmental advances. But the 

relationship of increasing development to reconstructive 

memory is significant to grounded theory research which 

relies on subjects recall of past events. 

All of the women in this study commented at some 

time during the interview about the care they had received 

from health care professionals. In every case, the women's 

experiences were positive. Women reported supportive 

attitudes by doctors and nurses, sensitive questioning about 

alternatives to abortion, and kind treatment during the 

procedure. One of the women commented "I always meant to 

write to Planned Parenthood and thank them for referring me 

to that doctor." This positive finding did not find support 

in previous literature which reported women negatively 
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effected by insensitive and unkind remarks from health care 

providers (Jacques, 1986, Schmidt & Priest 1981). 

In summary, support was found for viewing the 

experience of Integrating Ambivalence as a cycle which 

begins and ends within the context of the woman's life. In 

the He-evaluating phase, the theme of Valuing the Context, 

or re-affirming ones abortion decision in light of those 

values which are consistent with one's world view, was 

supported by research on the internal coherence of pro-

choice woman's world views. The strategies used in 

Integrating Ambivalence found support structurally through 

the theories of Parse and substantively in selected research 

on abortion. 

Implications for Nursing Practice 

This study indicated that women experienced 

varying amounts of ambivalence as a result of having had 

abortions and employed a variety of strategies to integrate 

the experience into their lives. Data from this small sample 

suggests that aside from a continuing sense of ambivalence 

about the abortion experience, assumptions about specific 

psychological consequences would be unwise. The decision to 

have an abortion may not automatically be a crisis event in 

a woman's life. 
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Because of the significance of contextual variables 

influencing a woman's response to having had an abortion, 

it is crucial to discover the meaning of the abortion to 

each particular woman. The results of this research support 

the literature (Lemkau, 1989) on which issues need to be 

addressed when providing support to women troubled by 

unresolved effects of abortion. Issues to be considered are; 

age at time of abortion, social support available and used, 

relationship with father of the baby, religious and cultural 

background, degree of conflict between self and significant 

others' world views, marital status, pre-pregnancy attitudes 

toward abortion, characteristics of the medical environment 

and procedure, extent of fantasies about the fetus, 

political climate regarding abortion at the time of the 

procedure, and strategies used to resolve the experience. 

With this information, nurses can assist women in selecting 

effective strategies for integrating the ambivalence of the 

abortion experience. 

Lemkau (1988) states: 

The clinician should remember that even 
women who report negative post-abortion 
sequelae overwhelmingly report that they 
feel the decision was the right one for 
them. Having ambivalent feelings to 
resolve does not necessarily mean that one 
has made the wrong choice, only that one 
has made an emotionally significant choice 
with far-reaching implications in a socio-
cultural environment that reinforces the 
ambivalence inherent in such decisions 
(p.469). 
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Changing laws and a changing political climate make 

the circumstances under which women are seeking abortions 

once again more controversial. This controversy Increases 

the risk of disclosing and Inhibits talking about and 

sharing the experience, one of the strategies which women 

found most helpful to integrate their ambivalence. The 

prevalence of the issue in the media also suggests that 

women who have had abortions will be often reminded of the 

event. Nurses encountering women who have had abortions, 

need to learn to be sensitive to the issues surrounding the 

resolution of the abortion experience. 

Limitations 

In addition to the limitations of the study caused by 

inexperience with the methodology and time constraints are 

the following: 

1. The researcher and all of the subjects identified 

themselves as pro-choice. 

2. Because of time restrictions, not all of the 

categories were saturated to the satisfaction of the 

investigator. 

3. Theoretical sampling was only partially employed 

because of the limited pool of subjects available for 

interview. 

4. The findings of this study are necessarily bound by 
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the context of the subjects and are not generalizable beyond 

the specific sample from which they were collected. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

This study represents an initial step in theory 

building to describe the process of living with ambivalence 

caused by an abortion. Much remains to be discovered both 

about the abortion experience and about the strategies women 

adopt to integrate the event. 

This study needs to be replicated with a larger 

population and more demographically variable sample. This 

would include women who have had more than one abortion, 

women who had illegal abortions, v;omen both older and 

younger than those in this sample, women with children and 

women from divergent socio-economic backgrounds. 

Replication of this study by a researcher who was not pro-

choice and with subjects who are no longer pro-choice could 

yield very different and enriching results. 

The concept of ambivalence and the extent to which 

it can be tolerated and integrated by women of diverse 

social, religious and economic backgrounds provides another 

focus for research. Doubtless there are other critical 

events in women's lives which create ambivalence and could 

reveal additional strategies and processes for integrating 

ambivalence. 
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Conclusion 

Using a grounded theory methodology, six women were 

interviewed about the meaning of their abortion experience. 

Prom these interviews, a model of Integrating Ambivalence 

was developed. Integrating Ambivalence is the process women 

use to live with the abortion experience. The model 

reflects the ways women continue to actively make meaning 

from the event over time. Women described the ways they are 

reminded of the abortion, the ways they re-evaluate the 

decision in light of their own values and the ways they 

attempt to resolve the problematic aspects of the abortion. 

The process of Integrating Ambivalence combines strategies 

which connect women with supportive others and protect women 

from non-supportive others, or from their own discomfort 

with the event. Parse's (1981, 1987) theory was used to 

support the structural relationships within the model. 

Selected previous research on abortion was used to support 

themes which surfaced in the analysis of the data. 

Summary 

This chapter included a analysis of the findings in 

relation to the theoretical orientation and review of the 

literature. Support was found for the association of 

ambivalence with abortion and for the use of various 

strategies to resolve the experience. Limitations of the 
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study, suggestions for future research, and nursing 

implications were presented. 
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APPENDIX B 

Disclaimer 

Research Project: A Qualitative Study of Women's 

Experiences of Abortion 

Principal Investigator: Kathleen Brennan 

You are asked to read the following material to ensure that 

you are informed of the nature of this research study and 

of how you will participate in it, if you consent to do so. 

I am being asked to voluntarily participate in the above-

titled research project. The purpose of this study is to 

learn more about women's experiences of abortion. This 

study will provide nurses with important information about 

the experience of abortion and the needs of women who are 

having or who have had them. This study is a thesis project 

at the University of Arizona College of Nursing. 

I have been asked to participate because I am a woman 

between the ages of 25 and 40 who has been pregnant only one 

time. That pregnancy was voluntarily terminated by an 

abortion between 6 months and 15.years ago. Four to seven 

subjects will be enrolled in this study. 

Participation in this study will involve one to three 

interviews with the researcher, each lasting between 60 -
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90 minutes. The total time for the interviews is estimated 

at three to five hours. The interviews will be audio-taped 

and the interviews will be conducted at a place of your 

convenience. Your name will not be used and you will be 

assigned a pseudonym during the transcription of the 

interview. Following transcription, the audio-tape will be 

erased. During the interviews you will be asked to share 

only that information which you feel comfortable in sharing. 

You will not be paid for participating, nor will you be 

asked to pay for participation. 

There are no known risks to you that may result from 

participation in this study. You are free to ask questions 

and your questions will be answered promptly. You are free 

to withdraw from the study at any time without incurring ill 

will. 

Information collected from the interviews will be shared 

with other nurses in the form of grouped data which reflects 

women's experiences of abortion. 

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at 

327-6235, if you leave a message on the machine, I will 

answer it as soon as possible. 

Kate Brennan, Graduate Student 

University of Arizona, College of Nursing 
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APPENDIX C 

Demographic Information 

1) Subj ect Number 

2) Present Age 

3) Ethnic Origin 

4) Religious Background 

5) Marital Status 

6) Education Level 

7 ) Employment • 

AT TIME OF ABORTION: 

8) Age 

9) Marital Status 

10) Education Level 

11) Employment • -

12) Did you know anyone who had an abortion before you had 
one? 

yes no 

13) What was their relation to you? (friend, sister, etc.) 

14) Have you ever been hospitalized? 

yes no 

15) If yes, what was the reason for the hospitalization? 

16) Rate your overall experiences with health care 
providers (nurses, physicians), on the scale below. 

poor 12 3 4 5 excellent 
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PRIOR TO THE ABORTION: 

17) How would you have rated your attitude toward 
abortion? 

anti-abortion 1 2 3 4 5 pro-choice 

PRESENTLY: 

18) How do you rate your attitude toward abortion? 

anti-abortion 1 2 3 4 5 pro-choice 

19) Do you consider yourself politically active around the 
abortion issue? 

not at all 1 2 3 4 5 very political 
political 
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